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Absorption and circular dichroism line shapes of a 
molecular dimer in the strong electronic coupling Iimit8) 

Richard Friesner and Robert Silbey 

Department of Chemistry and Center for Materials Sciences and Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 02139 
(Received 30 July 1981; accepted 28 August 1981) 

We have derived approximate analytical expressions for the absorption and circular dichroism line shapes of a 
molecular dimer composed of two identical molecules (each with a single excited electronic state and single 
vibrational mode) in the strong electronic coupling limit. These are compared with numerical results and yield 
excellent agreement. We compare our approach to other theories and discuss experimental applications and 
possible extensions ofthis work. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There have been many theories which allow calcula
tions of the optical line shape of a molecular dimer which 
use a variety of methods: simple exciton theory, 1 clas
sical polarizability theory (or equivalently time-depen
dent Hartree theory with a decorrelation approximation\2 
quantum mechanical approaches which explicitly include 
vibrational states, 3-5,23 and treatment of the exciton
phonon or vibronic coupling as a stochastic process. 6 

Despite these efforts, the number of quantiative analyses 
of experimental results is vanishingly small. 

In another paper7 we discussed the general validity of 
the above approaches, and suggested an alternative pro
gram: analytic (but approximate) solution of the molec
ular vibrations coupled to the optical excitation, followed 
by inclusion of medium effects either as inhomogeneous 
broadening (for slow modes), or as vibronic perturba
tions to be treated stochastically or directly via a mean 
field approximation. 9 We expect in this manner to be 
able to include most important effects in a real system, 
with a calculation simple enough to analyze experimental 
results with curve fitting. 

In this paper, we derive analytic expressions for the 
optical absorption and circular dichroism line shapes for 
a dimer composed of two identical monomers in the 
strong electronic coupling limit (2J >w). Each monomer 
excited state is linearly coupled to a single vibrational 
mode. We include inhomogeneous broadening as a shift 
in the monomer electronic energy separation 
l1E = (EOX"lted -EgrOUDd), which we assume is the same for 
each monomer in the dimer. That is, l1E varies from 
dimer to dimer, but not in a dimer. We determine the 
dependence of the spectrum on this parameter as well 
as the temperature T, the electronic exchange coupling 
J, and the exciton-phonon coupling parameter g. We 
discuss the qualitative features of the spectrum and com
pare to other approaches. 

In conclusion, we discuss the theoretical extensions 
and possible applications of this work. Of particular 
interest are dimers in photosynthetic systems, which we 
believe will be especially suited for study with our ap
proach. 

alSupported in part by a grant from the NSF (CHE 78-07515) 
and by a NIH postdoctoral fellowship to RAF. 

II. THEORY 

A. Absorption line shape 

The Hamiltonian for our dimer system is (If= 1) 

H=J(AfA 2 +A1A1) +w(Bf B1 +Bl B2) +l1E 

+g[A~A1(B1+Bf)+A1A2(B2+Bl)], (2.1) 

where A/(Aj), B,(Bn are the usual annihilation (creation) 
operators for excitons and phonons, respectively, for 
site i. 

In a previous paper, 8 we have apprOXimately diagonal
ized this Hamiltonian. We will consider an inhomo
geneous distribution of such dimers, with the distribu
tion function given as 

(2.2) 

Reference 7 has a complete discussion of this idea. 

After transforming H as in Ref. 8, including 
n. -1/2g2w in the excitation energy l1E where n. is the 
number of phonons of + symmetry, and expreSSing all 
energies in units of w, we find 

g 
H=J(A~ A. - A:AJ +B* B + l1E + ,f2 (A~ A_ +A!A.)(B +B*), 

(2.3) 

where I ±) = (ljvf"2)( 11) ± I 2» and B, B* refer to the (-) 
vibrational mode. 

We will only be concerned with the strong electronic 
coupling limit 2J > 1 (remember that the unit of energy is 
now w). In this limit, we have found that the eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions of H are well represented by 
l1E +En", where 

En" ~ n±{J2 + g2(n + 1/2)}1I2=n± rn , (2.4a) 

,/, - I ) (.) I > (-) 
'1'.", - + X.", + - X no< • (2.4b) 

Here a = 1 denotes the (+) sign in Eq. (2.4a), while a = 2 
denotes the (-) sign. We will need a number of other 
results from previous work, which we collect here 

<X~~ IQlx<;~)=~ a~ng =±(n+t)g/(2rn), 

(X <;~ I X <;~) = 0 , 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
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(2.8) 

(2.9) 

The choice of signs on the right-hand side of Eqs. 
(2.5)-(2.9) again refer to the index a, with the upper 
Sign corresponding to a'" 1. 

Last, for reference we give the equations satisfied by 
X~~ and X~~: 

(B*B+J-Enah~":=-gQx<;~ , 

(B*B -J -En".) X<;~ = - gQx~~ , 

where 

Q=1/v'2(B+B*) • 

The absorptiop line shape is7 

I(E) = f D(tr.,E)I(AE,E)d(AE)= ! f d(AE)D(AE) 

(2.10a) 

(2.10b) 

xL L e-mS I (IPn", I j.L 10m) 1
2li(E- AE -En'" +m) 

tI, '" "..0 

= ~ L L e-msexp[ - (E -En'" +m)2/tr.,2] I <IPna I j.L 10m) 12, 
'" 'I. a 

(2.11) 

where 

N=1T1/2tr.,(1_e-Bt1; (3=(k
B

T)"1 (2.12) 

and the sum over ± is understood. The dipole moment 
operator is given by 

j.L '" j.L1(A t +A!) + j.L2(A 2 +A[) 

= IdA, + A!) + j.LJA_ +A:) , (2.13) 

where J.l.1 is the transition moment for monomer i and 
j.L.(j.LJ is the transition moment for the state + (-): 

(2.14) 

The notation 10m) refers to the ground electronic state 
and the m phonon vibrational state of the dimer. 

Using the fact that 10m) is an eigenstate of ho "'B*B, 
we can rewrite Eq. (2.11) as 

I(E) = ! LLL(IPna I j.Le-sIIQ 

'am 

xexp[ -(E -En" +hOWtr.,2] 10m) '(Om I j.L IIPna) 

=~ L(IP."Ij.Le-shoexp[-(E-E.a+ho)2/tr.,2]·j.LIIP.a)' 
n.", 

(2.15) 

Now, we substitute Eq. (2.4b) into Eq. (2.15) to obtain 

I(E)'" !L ({j.L,X~~+j.L_x~~}e-ShO 
n.a 

xexp[ - (E -En" +hO)2 / tr.,2] • {j.L, X~~I + j.L.X!~I}), (2.16) 

I(E) = ! L {I j.L, 12 (X<:~ I Ona I X!~I) + I j.L_12 (X~~I IOn", I X!~I)} • 
n. a 

(2.17) 

Since j.L,' j.L_ =0, and 

(2.18) 

We shall now compute the sums in Eq. (2.17) in an 
approximate manner. First we will examine the integral 

(x<:~ I 6 na I X!;I) 

appearing in Eq. (2.17). We will approximate the inte
gral by the first order cumulant: 

« ,116 I <+1)_< <,II <+1) {(-<+IIf.lh X na na Xn", - X na X na exp - X na /J 0 

(2.19) 

where 

I x~~) = I X ~~ ){<x~+~ I X ~'~) r1/2 • (2.20) 

This will certainly be valid for large tr., and small {3. 
The actual limits of validity are investigated in more 
detail in the results section. First, note that by using 
Eq. (2.10), we find 

(2.21) 

-- -- _ (X(-)IQIX~~» 
(XnalhoIXna)-Ena+J-g «-'I (-')' (2.22) 

X Xna 

Substituting Eqs. (2. 4a), (2.6), (2.8), and (2.9) we find 

(x-<+llh I-<+»~n±r -J- (-1)a(n+Wg2/2) 
na 0 Xn", n Hrn+(-l)"'J) 

=n (2.23) 
and 

(2.24) 

so that 

<X ~~ I Ond X~+~) = <X ~+~ I X~'~) exp{ - (3n - {E - En", +n)2 / tr.,2} , 
(2.25) 

where we have replaced, 21 e. g., <X~+~ Ihg IX~~) by n2 • 

We now split I(E) into a sum over states with a = 1 and 
a=2; 

I(E) = 11(E) + Iz(E) 

la(E) = ! L {I j.L+ 12 (X~+~ Ix ~~) exp{ -(3n - (E -En'" +n)2 / tr.,2} 
n 

+ I j.L_12 (X ~-~ I X ~~) exp{ - {3n - (E - En", +n)2 / tr.,2} • 
(2.26) 

Using Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) yields 

11(E)'" 2~L (I j.L,12 + I j.L_12)exp{-{3n -(E _ rn)2/tr.,2}. 
n 

Define 

F 1 = 2~ L e-Sn exp[ - (E - rnN tr.,2] , (2.28a) 
n 

G1 = ! I:e-snexp[-(E - r nNtr..2](J/2rn) , (2. 28b) 
n 

then 

11(E)=(Ij.L,12+1j.L_12)F1+(Ij.L,12_1j.L_IZ)G1 • (2.29) 

Similarly, 
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(2.30) 

So that 

1=( 1 IL. IZ + 1 IL_IZ)(F1 +Fz) +( 1 IL.lz -I IL_IZ)(G 1 -Gz), 

(2.31) 

I 

where 

F z = ~ L:e-Bnexp[-(E+rn)z/~zl, 
n 

(2.32a) 

(2. 32b) 

In order to fine a convenient analytic form for I(E), we convert the sums over n in Eqs. (2.28) and (2.32) to inte
grals. These integrals are evaluated in the Appendix; the final result is 

I(E) = ~ ~ {I iJ..lz + I iJ._IZ}exp[_ (E - ro)z/ ~21 {2;172 + £.y (al/2ro - a l7f ~2)} 

+eXP[-(E+ro)2!~Zl{2;i12 _~y(al/2ro+ al~2~2)} 

+ Na~ 2g'2{ I iJ.. IZ - I iJ._IZ}exp[ - (E - ro)2 / ~Z]y(a1/Z ro -E/ a1/Z~Z) -exp[ - (E + ro)2 / ~2Jy(al/2ro +E/a1l2~Z) , 

(2.33) 

where 

y(x) =exz erfc(x) . 

B. Circular dichroism 

We shall be concerned here only with the exciton con
tribution to the circular dichroism (CD); the monomer 
CD, proportional to ILmoDomer' mmODMle .. (where m is the 
monomer magnetic moment operator) will be assumed 
zero. We also neglect small correction terms due to 
perturbation of the ground state. 9 Then the ellipticity 
as a function of energy can be written as 

8(E) =K(Rtz' ILl x ILz) L <i'n .. 1 (A: A. -A!AJ 
n, .. 

(2.34) 

where K is a constant for a given absorption band, 10 R12 
is the center-to-center distance of the two dimer mole
cules, and all other symbols are as defined in Sec. II A. 
Proceeding along the lines of Sec. II A, we obtain 

8(E) = R L L e-smexp[ - (En -m _E)Z h 2] 
no< m 

(2.35) 

where R =K(R12 • 11-1 X 11-2) is the rotational strength. 

This can be manipulated to yield 

(2.36) 

where GlI Gz are given Eqs. (2.28b) and (2. 32b). This 
expression is antisymmetric about E = 0 as is expected 
for the CD of a dimer. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Comparison of the approximate theory with 
numerical calculations 

We investigate the validity of our approximations for 
the absorption and CD by comparing Eqs. (2.33) and 
(2.26) with results generated from direct diagonaliza-

tion of Hamiltonian (2.3). In all cases a 100X 100 ma
trix (50 vibrational states for each electronic state) was 
diagonalized, and the absorption and CD computed nu
merically from Eqs. (2.11) and (2.34). A sufficient 
number of vibrational basis states were included so that, 
for the highest temperature ({:3=0.1) and exciton-phonon 
coupling strength (g/I2=0.5) that we discuss here, all 
relevant excited states are accurately given by the ma
trix diagonalization of the truncated basis set. 

For absorption we set 1iJ..1 2=1, 1iJ._12=0 for con
venience; the term proportional to 1 iJ._lz would be a 
mirror image of the spectrum presented here, reflected 
through E =0. For the actual choice, the main peak is 
at high energy (E > 0) with the low energy peak due to the 
vibronic coupling of the 1 +) and 1-) states. The ab
sorption is normalized to 1 and in dimensionless units; 
energy is in units of nw. 

In the circular dichroism calculation, we set the con
stant R in Eq. (2.36) equal to 1; 8(E) is then expressed 
in these (arbitrary) units. Here the absolute intenSity is 
relevant and represents a real measure of the magnitude 
of the observed signal as a fUnction of J, g, {:3, and ~, 
given that R is fixed. The energy is, as above, in units 
of nw. 

In Fig. 1, we fix J, g, and {:3 at reasonable values 
(strong electronic coupling, high temperature) and deter
mine the effect in the absorption spectrum of varying ~. 
As expected, for large ~ (~= 5.0) agreement is essen
tially quantitative in all regions of the spectrum. As 
~ decreases, agreement remains quantitative in the 
high energy region, but the details of the low -energy 
tail are to some extent incorrect in the approximate cal
culation. This is undoubtedly due to the use of the first 
order cumulant expansion, and could perhaps be im
proved by including higher order terms. However, the 
actual results are probably sufficient for analyzing ex
periments in practice, where the detailed shape of the 
tail will be obscured by background noise, other transi
tions and the peak proportional to 1 iJ._12. 
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FIG. 1. Comparison of exact and approximate absorption line shapes for various values of~. Absorption is normalized to 1 and 
in dimensionless units; energy is in units of 1iw. 
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FIG. 2. Comparison of exact and approximate absorption line shapes for various values of f3. Absorption is normalized to 1 and 
in dimensionless units; energy is in units of 1iw. . 

In Fig. 2 we fix J, g, and A, and vary f3. Agreement 
of the absorption spectrum is good throughout the entire 
temperature range, although worst for the low energy 
tail at low temperature. Thus for moderate exciton
phonon coupling (g < 1) the cumulant expansion of e-BIIo 

introduces little error even for large f3; this is because 
the lowest excited states yield intensity primarily at 
E = +J, so that vibronic exchange is of minimal impor
tance in this region. 

Finally, Fig. 3 shows that for weak electronic cou-

pling (J« 1) the approximate theory of this paper is in
correct; in particular, the shift of the main peak to high 
energy is greatly overestimated. We will discuss the 
reasons for this in another publication. 11 

The circular dichroism calculation produces quantita
tive agreement in all cases we have investigated; appar
ently the functions G1 and G2 are more accurate repre
sentations of their exact analogs for small A and f3 than 
Fl and F 2• In Fig. 4 we present a comparison of two 
typical exact and approximate CD line shapes. 
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FIG. 3. Comparison of exact and approximate absorption line shapes for weak electronic coupling. Absorption is normalized to 
1 and in dimensionless units; energy is in units of 1fw. 

B. Characterization of the absorption and CD spectra 

Qualitatively, our calculations are in agreement with 
what one would predict from a simple, stochastic two 
state exchange model12 [the 1+) and 1-) states at ener
gies +J and -J are coupled by a vibronic perturbation 
- (A:A.+A!AJl; as temperature increases (13-0) in
tensity is transferred to low energy in a peak (small ~) 
or a broad, structureless tail (large ~); at the same 
time, the maximum of the main peak moves to higher 
energy. In this way the first moment sum rule 

(3.1) 

is satisfied. Transfer is more efficient at high temper
ature because the value of the vibronic matrix element 
(+nIQI-(n+1)a:.f;i is larger for highn states, which 
are increasingly populated as T- "". 

In addition, exchange is suppressed by increasing J 
(this corresponds in the ± representation, to increasing 
the energy separation of the two level system) or de-

~ 
~ 
Z 

J = 2.0, J- =0.5, {3 = 1.0 

1.0 

creasing g. These features are illustrated in Table I, 
where the shift from E =J of the main peak, main peak 
amplitude, and integrated intensity of I(E) for E < 0 are 
presented as a function of g, J, and~. These numbers 
are calculated using the approximate expressions (2.33) 
and (2.36). 

For the circular dichroism, increasing exchange has 
the effect of decreasing the signal amplitude. This is 
because the 1 +) and 1-) states have equal and opposite 
rotational strengths; if transitions at all energy have 
large 1 +) and 1 -) contributions, they will cancel and 
the CD amplitude will be correspondingly reduced. 
Table I presents the integrated intensity R. of the high 
energy CD peak. (The low energy peak is simply an in
version of this through the origin.) The CD maximum is 
in all cases coincident with the absorption maximum in 
Table I. 

Our calculations show that the approximate theory 
predicts the above specific features of the dimer optical 
spectra quite well. Other effects, like the narrowing of 

FIG. 4. Comparison of exact 
and approximate circular 

~ 07 
o 
a: 0.6 

:3 0.5 

t. = 0.5, APPROX dichroism line shapes. El
lipticity is in arbitrary units 
(see text); energy is in units 

;:) u 0.4 
a: 
u 03 

0.2 
0.1 

of 1f w. Only the E > 0 peaks 
is shown; the E < 0 peak is a 
mirror image of this reflected 

t. = 2.0, EXACT through the origin. 

....... ~t. ~2.0.APPROX --
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TABLE 1. Characterization of the absorption and circular 
dichroism spectra for various values of J, g, and f3. EDJaJI is 
the absorption maximum, A(Emq) the absorption amplitude at 
this energy, LET is the integrated absorption intensity for 
E < 0, and R(+) is the integrated intensity of the CD for E >0. J, 
g, and E are in units of 1fw; f3 is in units of (1fw)-t. 

(a) 

f3=O.l, ~=2.0 

J g E max A (E max) LET R(+) 

2.0 0.1 2.1 0.278 0.079 0.83 
2.0 0.2 2.2 0.269 0.095 0.80 
2.0 0.3 2.4 0.254 0.116 0.76 
2.0 0.4 2.6 0.237 0.141 0.71 
2.0 0.5 2.8 0.218 0.165 0.67 

(b) 

1.0 0.5 2.1 O. 182 0.299 0.39 
2.0 0.5 2.8 0.218 0.165 0.67 
3.0 0.5 3.6 0.239 0.094 0.81 
4.0 0.5 4.5 0.252 0.060 0.88 
5.0 0.5 5.4 0.260 0.042 0.91 

(c) 

f3=0.5, ~=2.0 

2.0 0.1 2.0 0.281 0.092 0.82 
2.0 0.2 2.0 0.278 0.095 0.81 
2.0 0.3 2.1 0.275 0.100 0.80 
2.0 0.4 2.2 0.269 0.107 0.79 
2.0 0.5 2.3 0.263 0.115 0.77 

(d) 

1.0 0.5 1.5 0.294 0.25 0.48 
2.0 0.5 2.3 0.263 0.115 0.77 
3.0 0.5 3.2 0.272 0.04 0.92 
4.0 0.5 4,1 0.276 0.02 0.96 
5.0 0.5 5.1 0.277 0.01 0.98 

the main peak relative to the monomer, are also correct
ly predicted; note that in our model, this depends on the 
relative degree of homogeneous and inhomogeneous 
broadening. The narrowing will be most pronounced 
for large exchange (high temperature, large g). 

IV. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS 

Optical line shapes of dimers contain information 
about the geometry and interactions of the molecular 
pair. The objective in fitting a theoretical expreSSion 
to experimental data is to extract as much of this in
formation as possible. The validity of a parametrized 
fit will depend on two aspects of the method used to de
rive the line shape function: 

(1) Initial inclusion of various interactions in the 
Hamiltonian; (2) mathematical approximations leading 
to the final result. 

Analytical apprOximation methods are usually able to 
include more terms in the Hamiltonian, but make more 
serious mathematical approximations than direct nu
merical techniques. In the remainder of this section, 
we will contrast our approach with currently available 
methods of both types. 

For the Hamiltonian we have chosen here, calculations 
can be performed via direct diagonalization of a trun
cated basis set (e. g., the "exact" results of Sec. III). 
If a calculation were to be made with a single, known 
set of parameters (g, J, w, ~, R, {3, IIJ.+ 12, 11J._12), 
this would be the preferred approach. However, in 
actual systems many of these quantities are not known 
and must be determined by curve fitting. This fit may 
not be unique; it is important to explore the entire re
gion of parameter space and determine the acceptable 
range of parameters. This procedure will be most use
ful if several spectra (e. g., at different temperatures) 
can be fit simultaneously. 

To carry out the program described above numer
ically would require large amounts of computer time. 
The analytic theory of this paper, on the other hand, 
uses a negligible amount of computer time per spectrum; 
in addition, nonlinear least squares curve-fitting meth
ods can be conveniently used to find the best-fitting 
parameter regions. Simultaneous fits can easily be 
made and speCific features of the spectrum (in vol ving 
moments higher than the second) investigated. Rea
sonable agreement with a single spectrum is usually 
simple enough to generate; the exhaustive study needed 
to generate meaningful parameters is greatly facilitated 
by relatively simple analytic expressions. 

We now compare our formalism with other approxi
mate analytical theories. Polarizability theory (or 
time -dependent Hartree theory) has been shown to give 
incorrect answers in the strong coupling limit (3,13). 
We therefore focus the discussion on Hemenger's DGS 
(Degenerate Ground State) theory. 3-5 

We shall not investigate the details of the approxima
tions made in deriving the DGS line shapes for absorption 
[Eq. (38), Ref. 3], or circular dichroism [Eq. (22), 
Ref. 4], although it is clear that these are more drastic 
than those in this paper. Rather, we will point out the 
fundamental assumptions in the DGS approach, and 
show that the systems which may be so described form 
a small subset of those given by Eq. (2.1). 

First, we note that the DGS assumption of a single 
phonon frequency is equivalent, for a dimer, to a one 
phonon per molecule model; a canonical transformation 
can be made in which only one mode is coupled to the 
electronic degrees of freedom. Then, the DGS model 
is at best equivalent to Hamiltonian (2.1). 

Secondly, the DGS theory is a zero-temperature theory 
[Eq. (11) of Ref. 3 is valid only at zero temperature] 
and so is incapable of describing the temperature de
pendence of the line shape. This is a serious restric
tion on the utility of this formalism for actual calcula
tions. 

Finally, DGS theory does not include the effects of in
homogeneous broadening. This point is discussed in 
more detail in Ref. 7, where it is shown that a single 
monomer spectrum can generate quite different dimer 
spectra (with the geometry and electronic exchange in
teractions fixed) depending on the relative proportions 
of vibronic and inhomogeneous broadening. Thus, DGS 
theory can only be applicable where inhomogeneous 
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broadening is negligible. In contrast, Eqs. (2.33) and 
(2.36) contain an explicit dependence upon this quantity 
which reproduces its effect in numerical calculations. 

To conclude this section, we briefly comment on the 
stochastic approach. The stochastic Hamiltonian is 
valid in the limit that the phonon bandwidth is large 
compared to the electronic exchange interaction. As 
Eq. (2.1) has no phonon dispersion, it is inappropriate 
to compare our present results with stochastic theory. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The results of the previous section suggest that our 
analytical expressions, Eqs. (2.33) and (2.36) are po
tentially useful for any system in which individual vi
bronic lines are not resolved, assuming 2J >w and g~ 1. 
(We have not investigated g »1, as this is not likely for 
a molecular system.) Even at relatively small t. and 
large {3, agreement is quite reasonable. 

The applicability of the physical model (one primary 
molecular vibration, inhomogeneous broadening) re
mains to be investigated. There are certainly some 
limits (slow medium motion, e. g.), for which it is a 
good approximation. We will discuss this point in de
tail in a forthcoming publication, 14 where we will analyze 
the effects of a finite phonon bandwidth and compare 
various theoretical approaches. At the very least, how
ever, the results in this paper are a necessary pre-
lude to the more complicated multiphonon case, which 
we will analyze in a similar method using a Hartree or 
mean field approximation. 

The advantage of using our equations to analyze ex
perimental data is that they can be fit to experimental 
curves, varying the parameters J, / IJ.. /2, t., and R, 
and determining g from the monomer spectrum. 
Ideally, one would be able to investigate a Significant 
temperature range, but this may not always be possible. 
This serching of a four-dimensional parameter space 
would be an extremely lengthy task if done via numer
ical matrix diagonalization and could produce incorrect 
answers if other, less accurate analytical theories were 
used. 

In this way one could extract three significant param
eters of the dimer; J, / IJ.. /2, and R. These quantities 
are simply related to the dimer geometry; analysis of 
two well-separated transitions would provide enough 

equations to determine the six parameters needed to 
specify the dimer geometry. One suitable system for 
such calculations is a chlorophyll protein with two 
chlorophyll molecules per protein, which can be isolated 
from the antenna of R -26 mutants of the photosynthetic 
bacterium Rps. spheroides. Many experimental mea
surements have been performed on this system, 15 and 
we plan to analyze the data as described above in the 
future. 

Another interesting set of systems are two-sited 
mixed-valence ionic complexes. 16 These systems can 
be described by a vibronic Hamiltonian equivalent to 
Eq. (2.0. 17 One particular complex (of the Creutze
Taube ion) has been studied in detail experimentally arid 
theoretical interpretations of the absorption spectrum, 
using numerical diagonalization of a vibronic 19 or 
adiabatic17,18 set of basis states, have been performed. 
A different set of parameters was obtained by each group, 
due principally to assumptions of differing contributions 
of the equivalent of inhomogeneous broadening. 22 By 
applying the methods of this paper, it should be possible 
to analyze the parameter space exhaustively and obtain 
more reliable results. 

The theory of Sec. II can easily be modified to gen
erate an approximate Green's function G(E} for the en
semble of dimers. From this, one could calculate not 
only the absorption and CD [these are just particular 
combinations of matrix elements of G(E}] but also other 
optical properties, e. g., fluorescence, fluorescence 
polarization, and linear dichroism. Expressions analo
gous to Eqs. (2.33) and (2.36) will be produced, which 
can quantitatively be compared to experimental results. 

We have also extended our results to a generalized 
two-level system, which will be treated in another 
publication. Thus, the methods described here can be 
used not only to analyze dimer spectra, but also to in
vestigate any system in which two excited states interact 
via linear vibronic coupling. 

The theory presented here possesses definite advan
tages over previous theories; inclusion of inhomogeneous 
broadening, quantitative agreement for a strong cou
pling, explicit dependence on temperature and micro
scopic monomer parameters, and tractability for compu
tational purposes. When multiphonon effects have been 
included, it should be capable of accurately modeling 
a wide range of real experimental systems. 

APPENDIX: EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS IN LINE SHAPE FORMULAS 

We want to evaluate, for example, 

F t := f dne-an exp[_(E_ r n)2/t.2]. 

We set 

z:= rn :={J2 + g2(n + 1/2W/ 2 
, 

dz =1. g2/Z 
dn Z , 

n = (Z2 _ J2}/g2 -1/2 = (Z2 _ ri}/g2 , 

then 

(A1) 
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f
e 2z ~-" .. ~ ze-BZ/t.Zesro/rZ 

F 1= ro dz7exp(-(E-z)ZhZ]e-8rl .... e8~..-= ? f G .{ z( f3 1) 2zE } ro dz z exp -z ? + Ii! +-;;.r 

Let 

a=(-? + ~) 

( 
/3 1 )-lIZ E ( f3 1 )-1' _ E 

z = {! + Ii! Y + ~ gr + t! = a lIz Y + a A2 , 

then 

Fl = 2 e-~/t.z eBro!'z e~"'t.4 I" dy e-y2(a-1/Z y +E/ AZa] 
au? ",11 ZrO-El",ll2t.2 

=~ exp(-~+~+ ::'4 ){a-~/Z exp_[al/Zro_E/AZallZ]Z+exp (E/aAZ)erfc(al/2ro_E/(al/2AZ)]} 

= (agZr1 exp( - (E - roW A2] + 2E( a 3/ 2 gZ AZr 1 exp( - (E - ro)2 hZ]exp[al/2ro _E(AZal/2rl]2 erfc(al/Zro _E/(a1/Z A)] • 

Another integral we need is 

G1 = I dn e-S
"; exp[ - (E - r ")2/ AZ] 

" 
= -7 exp(ro/3/gZ _E2hZ) II": dz exp{ _zz(~ +?) + 2jZ} 
= 2(a1/2 gZt1 exp[ - (E - r 0)2/ A21 exp(al/2ro -E/ a l/2 A2]2 erfc[ al/2ro -E / a 1/2 AZ] . 

We also need integrals for the part of I(E) where a =2. These are 

Fa= f dne-S"exp[_(E+r")2h2] 

_ 2 (f3I1 sZ)l" d -ez2lr -.4t.2 -2E.1t.2 
-{!exp 7 -t;!" ro zze e e 

2 ( )z/ 21 2E [( )2/ Z] '[ 112 E 12 I 1/2 E) = agrexp - E + ro A - aSI agzA2 exp - E +ro A exp a ro+ ~J erfc ,a ro + ~ 

Analogously, 

G2 = I dn e-8n .l. exp[ - (E + r")2 / A2] 
r" 

= 2(a1/2 gZ)-l exp[ - (E + r 0)2/ A2] exp (al/Zro + ail~A2y erfc (al/Zro + alZAZ) 
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